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Solex
Solar Shading

TM

SOLEX™

Manufactured from Aluminium, Timber, Perforated Mesh, or Fabric

Solinear Design, Manufacture and Install ‘STATIC’ and ‘OPERABLE’ external solar shading systems, manufactured from a 
range of materials including extruded aluminium, stainless steel, galvanised mild steel or timber to provide a sustainable, 
cost effective and aesthetically pleasing addition to any structure whilst reducing the impact of solar heat gain entering the 
building through windows or curtain wall systems.

BLADE PROFILES 

These external shading systems can be fitted as horizontal, 
cantilever design ‘canopy’ projections or vertical ‘hanging’ 
screening systems to provide visually dynamic building 
features alongside functional and ‘free cost’ solar protection 
during summer months.

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS

During winter months the shading screens can also be 
used to maximise solar heat gain and daylight entry to 
the internal space, assisting in the reduction of internal 
heating demands and providing a beneficial daylight 
feel good factor to the occupants.

 External Solar Shading Systems





Aquarius
Louvre Systems

TM

AQUARIUS™
Solinear have designed and developed an extensive range of fixed and operating architectural louvre products suitable 
for installation into any structural or glazed opening within a building or as a free-standing structure to a roof plant area (or 
similar). The Aquarius™ Louvre system can be supplied in ‘factory assembled’ format or alternatively, as a broken down 
‘kit-form’ system to ensure a ‘tailored’ and practical solution to any large louvre screening requirement.

All Aquarius™ XLINE louvre systems are manufactured from extruded aluminium to Solinear custom geometric design 
profiles,  with inherent airflow and weather performance data and capability, available through testing and CFD software 
modelling to ensure correct and optimised system performance wherever used on the building façade.  All Aquarius™ 
louvre systems are available with a range of standard perimeter flashings to ensure a full and complete weathered 
interface with the building structure.

BLADE PROFILES 
The Aquarius™ XLINE Louvre system generally offers the designer 
four standard blade spacings 35mm, 50mm, 75mm and 100mm.  
However due to the flexibility of the louvre support system, 
virtually any blade pitch is achievable. The louvre system has a 
full range of accessories including birdguard, insect mesh, security 
bars, insulated and single skin blanking panels.

Single and double louvre doorsets are also available either 
as stand-alone units or integrated within the louvre screening 
systems. These doors can be arranged for inward or outward 
opening and can be fitted with various types of mesh, blanking 
panels, emergency opening and locking devices.

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS
The Aquarius™ architectural louvre system is 
manufactured from corrosion resistant mill finish 
aluminium and usually supplied with a powder coated 
or anodised finish to any standard RAL or anodised 
colour range.

Louvre systems are also available in stainless steel, 
galvanised mild steel or plastisol.  These materials 
require the louvres to be fabricated and supplied as 
factory assembled modular panels.

 Architectural Louvre Systems





Aquarius
Louvre Systems

TM

AQUARIUS™
The Solinear Aquarius Louvre System incorporates a range of secure and robust louvre products fabricated from either 
galvanised sheet steel or stainless steel to enable the use of these louvres where building security needs to be considered.  
This is our GUARDIAN louvre product.

These louvres are fully fabricated from sheet steel materials of various thicknesses to suit the required application and 
level of security demanded and have folded louvre blades set within a channel formed perimeter surround with CNC 
index slots available to variable pitch spacing to facilitate the louvre blade profile end tab which is located and welded to 
provide a secure fixing and accurate louvre blade appearance.

Generally, these louvres are available with set vertical pitch spacings of 50mm, 75mm and 100mm.  the design of the 
system does however provide an infinite blade pitch to suit any airflow or weather performance requirements alongside 
the enhanced security requirements.

BLADE PROFILES 
As standard there are three standard blade profiles available 
from stock design.  These are press formed to a ‘ZED’ profile 
to provide overlapping blade appearance at 50mm, 75mm 
or 100mm spacing.  These profiles are designed to span 
between hidden, secret fix, support metalwork to provide a 
modular louvre panel appearance nominally 1200mm wide.  
Airflow performance data is available for each louvre type 
to advise on system pressure drop when used in mechanical 
ventilation installations.

ACCESSORIES
There is a range of galvanised steel weldmesh birdguard 
patterns types available for fitment behind the louvre 
blade profiles which offer various levels of protection 
from birds and vermin.  These birdguards can be fixed 
mechanically or welded to the framework to provide a 
further level of security against any adverse intrusion or 
use of the louvre product.  Insect mesh is also available 
in either black polypropylene, Galvanised steel or 
Stainless Steel material.  When required this is usually 
fitted alongside steel birdguard to ensure continued 
security for this product.

Single skin GSS blanking panels are also available and, 
if insulated properties are required, then we can supply 
a steel composite blanking panel construction to the 
rear of the louvre.

 GUARDIAN Steel Louvre Products

FINISHES
We are able to supply these louvres with a polyester 
powder paint finish to any BS/RAL colour range when GSS 
material is used in the construction build.  Where stainless 
steel is used then we can supply these louvre panels either 
as self-colour, mill finish or with a polished/brush finish to 
standard grits.

Solinear offer a full DESIGN, MANUFACTURE & INSTALLATION service for this product. It is also available for purchase as 
a ‘supply only’ product for installation by other competent installers.  





Timber Structures

MederaTM

MEDERA™
The Solinear MEDERA™ product range offers the natural beauty and character of wood to provide sustainable solar 
shading and architectural louvre solutions. Timber blade profiles alongside subtle and bespoke support structures bring a 
modern, stylish and contemporary appearance to any building façade.

Western Red Cedar, Siberian Larch, Accoya and Thermowood are the most common timbers used within the construction 
of our solar shading and louvre systems and offer the most robust, stable and durable properties for manufacturing solar 
shading and louvre blade profiles.

TIMBER BLADE PROFILES 
Timber blade profiles originate from stock size ‘rectangular 
planks’. 

These stock sizes are machined to produce an infinite variety 
of final geometric profiles generally ranging in ‘standard’ 
size from 100mm x 20mm up to 285mm x 45mm wide.  

Almost any geometry can be supplied dependent upon a 
practical and technical review from our engineers. 

The aesthetic and design possibilities of our timber solar 
shading and architectural louvres systems are therefore, 
virtually without limits.

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS
The MEDERA™ product range is also suitable for 
louvred ventilation grilles and roof plant louvre 
screening with standard vertical pitches of 100mm and 
150mm available. 

The louvre blades can be rectangular or sculptured with 
chamfered front and back edges to provide improved 
aerodynamic and weather performance. 

The louvre blades are ‘clamp’ fixed between extruded 
aluminium channel section clips, fixed back to vertical 
support mullions to enable a secure and consistent 
product installation.

 Timber Solar Shading 

and Architectural Louvre Systems





Where full ventilation is required alongside            
acoustic performance, we are able to offer our       
SoundEX™ acoustic louvre range, consisting of fully 
fabricated and certified louvre frames with integrated 
blades. There are different variations available to suit 
your specification, these are the AQ150-AC (150mm 
deep), AQ300-AC (300mm deep) and AQ600-
AC (600mm deep ‘double bank’) acoustic louvres           
systems.

Material Specification
The louvre sides and top/bottom surfaces along with the front 
face of the louvre blades are fabricated from metal sheets, the 
underside of the louvre blades are fabricated from perforated 
metal sheet. The void inside the louvre blades is filled with acoustic 
media (packed under 5% compression to eliminate voids due to 
settling).

An option of a galvanised and stainless steel wire bird-guard or 
stainless steel or nylon insect screen is available for fitment to the 
back rear facing of the acoustic louvre module and is normally fixed 
using rivets/washers to louvre blades. The material of construction 
is Galvanised Mild Steel (GSS), Mill Finish Aluminium or Leather-
grain plastisol or colour coat steel sheel

Louvres can be used in structural builders-work, cladding or steel-
work openings or can be mounted back to steel support structure 
to form plant/enclosure screens.

Louvres are supplied in modules of maximum width 1800mm, 
larger louvre areas are made up from multiple banks of louvre 
modules.

Single height modules of up to 3000mm can be supplied, louvres 
screens that are higher than this are supplied in modules. Where 
access is required louvres can be supplied as doorsets for inclusion 
in louvre screens or as stand-alone units.

Colour/Finishes:
Galvanised, Mill finish Aluminium, Anodised Aluminium, Colour 
Coat, Polyester powder painted.
Single and double bank configurations are available for all acoustic 
louvres shown.

SoundEX
Acoustic Louvres

    TM SoundEX Acoustic Louvres





Adaptable Systems

Versatil TM

VERSATIL™

‘versaTIL’ Louvre Screening Systems

Solinear’s ‘versaTIL‘ product range comprises a series of bespoke designed extruded aluminium profiles designed to offer 
a ‘secret-fix’ screening solution to either internal or external areas of a building. The louvre blades are designed to hang 
either horizontally or vertically at any degree of inclination and pitch spacing to provide optimum screening or ventilation 
performance.

‘VERSATIL’ SOFFIT LOUVRES
This system offers a variety of blade profiles from slender, 
5mm thick edge bar style, yielding a minimum 85% free area 
for ventilation purposes with very low pressure loss values, 
to hollow sections offering 25mm wide visible edge surface 
for a heavier visual appearance. There is even the choice of a 
circular hollow section tubular blade. All of these profiles are 
fixed back to a recessed fixing structure using the integral 
secret-fix ‘clip-LOK’ mechanism, which allows the blade and 
support mullion assembly to locate and click together.

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS

‘versaTIL’ louvre screening systems are designed to 
provide a non-visible, robust and high yield solution to 
a building’s demands for ventilation and screening of 
mechanical plant, service duct and pipe networks.

Louvre Screening and Soffit 
Systems





Mallasol
Fabric Shading

TM

MALLASOL™

Using bespoke metalwork perimeter framing and a range of either fabric or metal mesh infills Solinear 
can provide a striking and versatile architectural screening product to the building façade.

MATERIALS 

Vertical shading fins can be supplied using aluminium 
perforated mesh with round, square or slot patterns 
in either rectangular or elliptical section geometry. 
Alternatively fins can be supplied with fabric infill, 
manufactured from Serge Ferrari precontraint fabric 
including 502, known for its smooth finish high UV 
and weather protection and Soltis 86 which utilises 
a 14% open weave to provide solar protection whilst 
maintaining an exceptional level of transparency and 
outward visibility.

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS

Car park mesh screening is provided using bespoke 
design sub-structure systems with a selection of 
metal patterned or fabric infill materials all with 
either a polyester powder coated or anodised 
finish.

The Mallasol range can be used as vertical feature 
fins or horizontally, as a canopy arrangement. Each 
with a customisable support structure to suit the 
building specification.

 Fabric and Mesh Shading Systems





Solway
Access Walkways

TM

SOLWAY™
Following the trend for architects to enhance natural spacial light within a structure’s internal environment, maintenance walkway 
systems are essential for servicing full height glazing to a building façade.

Solinear have developed a number of access walkway systems that can be supplied as modular or continuous in construction, 
manufactured from either galvanised mild steel or extruded aluminium sections to provide a cost effective solution to access 
requirements on any building.

As part of our solar shading product range, Solinear have developed an integrated “walk-on” access system that offers an attractive, 
lightweight, architectural access solution for building maintenance to the façade and solar shading elements.

PROFILES 
Solway™ access systems can be used in conjunction with any of 
our Solex™ solar shading or Aquarius™ XLINE range of products 
and will provide a safe access portal to the building. When 
combined with our solar shading systems they can be designed 
to fully integrate with the shading support structure to enable 
a discreet, weathertight, simple structural interface back to the 
building via the glazed façade.

Solinear will design, manufacture and install access walkways 
to meet the client specification, expected use and loading 
requirements of the project.

PANEL CONSTRUCTION
Steel

Our steel access walkway panels are fabricated using mild steel 
flats and rounds, pressure interlocked or welded to achieve 
the required performance. The walkways are galvanised after 
manufacture and can be supplied with this finish or alternatively, 
with a polyester powder coated finish.

Aluminium

Our aluminium access walkway panels are fabricated using 
extruded aluminium ‘T’ sections and ‘Angles’ clipped or bolted 
together to achieve the required performance. The walkways 
can be supplied with either a polyester powder coated or 
anodised finish.

All Solway™ access walkway systems are fully supported by 
independent structural design to current BS/EN standards and 
codes.

Access Walkways





Eco-Friendly

Medera Resina
TM

MEDERA RESINA ™ 
The high durability and sustainability that our Medera Resina ™ product range offers enables completely new applications 
of man-made composite materials in the manufacture of solar shading and architectural louvre systems.

The fibre reinforced hybrid material is produced from approximately 60% rice husks, 22% common salt and 18% mineral 
oil. Blended and extruded to form a rigid material, which makes it both environmentally friendly as well as extremely 
weather resistant against sun, rain, snow or salt water.

ADVANTAGES OF MEDERA RESINA ™
• 100% Recyclable

• Environmentally responsible

• Visually engaging like timber

• Water resistant

• Workable like wood

• UV resistant

• Minimal maintenance required

VERSATILE APPLICATIONS
The Medera Resina ™ product looks and feels like a real 
tropical hardwood and has inherent design properties 
which ensure the material remains free from cracks, 
splits and shakes under long term use.

The material is water resistant and 100% sustainable 
and therefore provides a homogeneous material 
that is fully stable when exposed to the external 
environmental conditions that prevail in the UK.

Eco-Friendly Louvres and Shading





Bespoke
Fabrications

TM

BESPOKE ™
From concept through to design, manufacture, delivery and installation. Solinear can offer bespoke solutions to aluminium 
and steel architectural metalwork fabrications.

Our design team are experienced in producing bespoke CAD models using the latest 2D and 3D Autodesk design 
software, incorporating design information from external sources where required and working in co-ordination with our 
Structural Engineers to accommodate the loadings and any other external factors imposed by the structures and their 
surroundings. 

FABRICATIONS 
Solinear can supply and install steelwork support structures, 
brackets, flooring, staircases and gratings either in support 
of our own solar shading and louvre systems, or as separate 
stand-alone sub-contracts.

We can offer mesh screening using a range of architectural 
meshes in combination with structural support materials and 
aluminium section profiles.

Solinear supply and install security gratings, ideally suited 
for façade openings that require added protection to their 
internal environments.

All fabrications can be designed to interface with and 
compliment any product in our Solex™ or Aquarius™ range.

ARCHITECTURAL ENCLOSURES
Solinear design, manufacture and install bespoke 
architectural enclosures for mechanical services, 
managed from concept stage through to final install.

Each project is designed from scratch to accommodate 
any arrangement of service protrusions and can be 
based on an existing structure or made to be completely 
self-supporting. 

A range of materials including steel, aluminium, timber 
and composites can be utilised with a range of finishes 
to meet your specified requirements for durability, 
weatherproofing, thermal and acoustic insulation.

Fabrications





Our start to finish service

CONTRACTORS HEALTH & SAFETY ASSESSMENT SCHEME

Accredited Contractor
www.chas.co.uk

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
All projects are managed by fully qualified and experienced project managers, guaranteed by us to be responsible for the 
efficient and successful implementation of the product, manufacture and installation.

DESIGN
We design all of our products using the very latest Autodesk Mechanical and Inventor 3D design software, allowing us 
to incorporate external details and supply our drawings and design documents in electronic DXF/DWG/DWF or PDF file 
format for easy collaboration, design reference and inclusion directly into your own CAD details or model.

BIM
We are BIM level 2 compliant and as such BIM models of our products are available for download 
through our dedicated online library at www.solbim.co.uk

ADVANCED ANALYSIS
Sun path solar analysis can be carried out to support our solar shading proposals. Specialist computer software uses 
predictive ray casting technology to model the suns paths and subsequently calculate the amount of sunlight penetrating 
the building façade after our solar shading system has been taken into account. 

Using the graphical data produced we can assess how the current solar shading proposal performs and potentially how it 
could be enhanced, to reduce the amount of glare and additional heat affecting the internal space of the building.

INSTALLATION
To ensure your complete confidence in our projects we employ fully trained CITB registered installation engineers for each 
project. All associated installers will possess relevant CSCS documentation, IPAF and PASMA training. All site supervisors 
have SSSTS at minimum. 

BIMMMMM
Building Information Modelling by



“We are the UK’s premier architectural louvre, solar 
shading & bespoke metalwork company, providing 
British made products unique to Solinear from our 
head office and manufacturing facility in York. We 
DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, DELIVER & INSTALL our 
products and services throughout the UK.”
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